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What will we do today 1. General objective of the course 2. Organization of the course and textbook 3. Models and data: I I I I



the Harris-Todaro model Production functions and functional form A model with human capital The macro GDP data



4. Models and causality I I I



Roy-Rubin model Parameters of interest for impact evaluators Selection bias



5. Lectures and benchmark papers
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Objective of the course I



Carry out empirical work in development economics



I



Focus on the measurement of economic relationships using techniques of estimation and the methods of classical theory of statistical inference



I



The economic relationships are defined by economic theories



I



The goal: to draw on models from economic theory that allow us to test propositions of central interest in development economics Econometric methods are mainly used for three related purposes:



I



I I I



Policy Analysis Testing Theory Forecasting
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Policy Analysis



I



Some examples: I I



I



I



Does a training programme work? How much does investing in education/health/social networks increase productivity and/or wages? What effect does raising the minimym wage have on unemployment? Is a high rate of inflation costly?



I



Issues are matters of policy interest



I



Direct link from a policy instrument to a desired outcome
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Theory for testing I



Some examples: I



I



I



I I



The Harris-Todaro model predicts that high wage sectors in poor countries will have high unemployment to generate equilibrium across sectors Endogenous growth theory predicts that the growth rate will be a function of the level of investment in human capital Risk is particularly important in agricultural markets, which dominates the livelihoods of poors in developing countries. If household cannot adequately insure, market outcomes will be inefficient



Predictions of models widely used in development economics Does the data support the theory? I I



I



If the answer is yes, that is good news for theory If the answer is no, that is not necessarily bad news for theory. It may be a problem with data or methodology. If no problems in data or methodology, then you have to think about what theory can explain the data 5 / 60



Forecasting questions



I



Some examples: I



I



I



I



What will be the level of commodity prices for copper over the next 20 years? How much will poverty increase in a country subject to a large shock to the terms of trade? How educated will the population of India be at the end of the next ten years?



A key element of forecasting: it requires time-series data
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Common dimension



I



It requires a model! I



I I



How the variables we are interested in are related to the variables we think determine them



Econometrics is a combination of economic theory, data and statistical theory Models are freely available, and data is much scarcer I I



Many models have not been tested Some models are regarded as rather obviously true but turn out to be inconsistent with the data
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Goal of the course and organization



I



It aims to enable you to carry out empirical work in development economics



I



Link between econometrics and topics / researches in development Part of a block of quantitative courses:



I



I



I



I



Econometrics (M.A. Diaye, Tuesday 9h-12h): Econometric theory Empirical Methods (R. Bazillier, Tuesday 14h - 17h): link between econometrics and researches in development Econometric Seminar on computer (A. Millien, Wednesday 14h-15h30 / 15h30-17h): Stata / replications on computer
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Outline of this course



I I



The course is composed of 12 lectures of 3 hours each Two parts: I



I



I



Part 1: Econometrics and Identification strategies in Development Economics Part 2: Topics in Development Economics



Each lecture will be organized as follows: I I



I



2 hours of teaching 1 hour of presentation of two papers by two groups of students, that apply the econometric method presented during the first hour In some cases, replications will be done during the econometric seminar on computer
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Presentation of the benchmark papers I



The presentation of the benchmark papers should be structured as follows: 1. Presentation of the research question: I



why is it interesting? (why is it not obvious? why is it consequential?)



I



what makes it new?



2. Presentation of the dataset 3. Presentation of the estimation strategy 4. Presentation of the results 5. Critical assessment of the empirical approach of the paper I



Note that 2. and 3. can be permuted. 10 / 60



Grades



I



Grades will be based upon the following criteria: I



10% participation: this includes a meaningful contribution to ideas discussed in class (this notably requires that you read the benchmark paper before each class) ;



I



30%: paper presentation;



I



60%: comprehensive final exam (90 minutes).
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Textbook and resources



I



Soderbom and Teal “Empirical development Economics”, Routledge



I



http://www.empiricalde.com/: Stata data files and do files



I



http://remi.bazillier.free.fr/empdev.htm: Outline of the course, benchmark papers ...
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Outline Objective of the course Organization of the course Models and Data The Harris-Todaro Model Production functions and functional form A model with Human Capital The macro GDP data Models and Causality the Roy-Rubin model Parameters of interest for impact evaluators The selection bias Organization of the semester
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Models and data: the Harris-Todaro model I



Key prediction of the Harris-Todaro model: I



I



I



People move to cities because wages in urban areas exceed those in rural areas but this creates urban unemployment Expected wage in the urban area is equal to the wage in the rural sector



Theoretical model from Fields (1975: 167-168) I



I



Wa and Wu agricultural and urban wage rates, Eu the number of urban jobs, Lu the urban labour force Expected urban income is :



(E (Wu )) = Wu (Eu /Lu ) I



(1)



Expected rural income: E (Wa ) = Wa
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I



Rural-Urban migration L˙u is: L˙u = φ(E (Wu ) − E (Wa ))



I



Rural-Urban equilibrium condition is E (Wu ) = E (Wa ) Wu (Eu /Lu ) = Wa



I



(2)



(3)



Equilibrium employment rate is:



(Eu /Lu ) = Wa /Wu



(4)
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Predictions



I



The urban wage rises relative to the rural → the employment rate must fall and the unemployment rate must rise



I



We expect high-wage regions to be high-unemployment regions



I



Positive relationship between wages and employment In the Fields (1975) model: I Inclusion of informal sector → it lowers the expected



I



I



unemployment rate that will be associated with any level of wage differential But the key insight of Harris-Todaro remain: positive correlation between high wages and high unemployment
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The wage curve



I



Large literature regressing wages on local unemployment I I I



The “wage curve” (Blanchflower and Oswald 1995) Negative relation between wages and local unemployment In contradiction with Harris-Todaro
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The wage curve Figure 1 : The Wage curve for South Africa



Source: Kingdon & Knight (2006) 18 / 60



I



Many economists think this result must be wrong: wages and unemployment cannot be negatively correlated in equilibrium I



I



I



Why live in an area where there are low wages and a lower probability to find a job → strong incentive to move While you may observe a short-run negative relationship in the data, there cannot be such a relation in the long-run



(Empirical) questions to be solved: I



I



How do we measure real wages? Housing and other costs may well vary between low and high unemployment areas We may need to observes changes in wages and unemployment (here, a “snapshot at a single point”)
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Production functions



I I



How inputs are linked to outputs? Focus on how both outputs and inputs are measured I



I I I



Is the output measure a gross output or a value-added measure? How has the measure of the capital stock been derived? How comprehensive are the measures of inputs? Understand the implications of using different specifications of the production function
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The Cobb-Douglas production function α Vi,t = Ki,t (Ai,t Li,t )( 1 − α)e ui,t



(5)



Vi,t : value-added measure, Ki,t physical capital, Li,t labour, Ai,t factors augmenting labour productivity (educ, training), ui, t error term capturing all other unobserved factors (any variables omitted from the equation, some of which may be hard to measure, for ex. managerial quality), i unit (firm, industry, country), t time I Panel: i,t / Cross-section: i / time-series: t I Data I I



I



In the early days: time-series In the last decades: extension of cross-section micro data (households, firms, individuals) At the macro level: extension of the panel dimension (Penn World Tables) 22 / 60



Using log, we can write: log Vi,t = α log Ki,t + (1 − α) log Ai,t + (1 − α) log Li,t + ui,t (6) defining ki,t as the stock of capital per effective unit of labour, ki,t = Ki,t /Ai,t Li,t and vi,t the output per effective unit of labour (vi,t = Vi,t /Ai,t Li,t ) log vi,t = α log ki,t + ui,t



I



I



(7)



This equation simply says that value-added per effective unit of labour depends only on the capital per effective unit of labour. Pending questions: I I



How is effective labour to be measured? What in turn determines physical capital? 23 / 60



Hall & Jones (1999, QJE), “Why Do Some Countries Produce So Much Output Per Worker than Others”



I



Cross-section of countries in 2000 (from Penn World Tables) (no subscript t)



I



If all labour is equally effective, Ai = 1



I



Basic production function: log(V /L)i = α log(K /L)i + uj



I



We use Hall & Jones data
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Go to: http://www.empiricalde.com/chapter-1-introduction
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I



Coefficient of an equation which is linear in logs has an interpretation as an elasticity



I



It means the the estimated elasticity of value-added with respect to capital is approximately 0.65



I



If factors are paid at their marginal product (and with r the price of capital), we have: dV = r = αK α−1 L1−α = α(K /L)α−1 = α(V /K ) dK rK =α V



(8) (9)



I



α is then the share of capital in the value-added



I



The Hall and Jones (1999) decomposition of the determinants of differences in income is based on a share of 0.3



I



OLS estimates contradicts this assumption



I



We have to understand why! 28 / 60



I I



Capital per capita increases by a factor of over 400 times between the poor countries and the rich ones Can this regression tell us how countries grew from being as poor as Ethiopa to being as rich as the US? I



I



I



It does not model a process which has occurred over time and a cross-section of data cannot model time-series process However if we interpret the regression as causal, we can say that Ethiopia should invest so that the capital per capita grows from US(PPP)$400(1985) to 160000 But can we give a causal interpretation? Definitively not!
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A model with Human Capital I



The production function can be extended to include human capital α Vi,t = Ki,t (Ai,t Hi,t )( 1 − α)e ui,t



I



We need some means for measuring human capital Hi,t = e φ(Ei,t ) Li,t



I



I



(10)



(11)



where Ei is the number of years of education of workers It enables us to link empirically the wages paid to labourers with different levels of education. wH Hi,t = wH e φ(Ei,t ) Li,t = wL(i,t ) Lit



(12)



log wL(it ) = logwH + φ(Eit )



(13)



This is a semi-logarithmic equation and is the basis for estimating Mincerian earnings functions 31 / 60



I I



I



In empirical work, the function φ is usually written in the form of nonlinear variable φ(Eit ) = δ0 + δ1 Eit + δ2 Eit2 + vit So we can define the Mincerian Earning Function log wL(it ) = δ0 + δ1 Eit + δ2 Eit2 + vit



I I



(14)



Mincerian return to education is φ0 (Eit ) = (δ1 + 2.δ2 .Eit ) We can derive an estimable equation for modeling production (the human capital augmented production function) log Vit = α log Kit + (1 − α) log Ait + (1 − α)φ(Ei,t ) + (1 − α) log Lit + uit (15) log vit = α log kit + (1 − α) log Ait + (1 − α)φ(Ei,t ) + uit (16)
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I I



α1 is closer to 0.3 (as in Hall and Jones 1999) Still, can we think this estimation gives the causal impact of k (and h) on income? I Clearly not! → See section 4
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The macro GDP data I



Data from the Penn World Tables I



I



I I



I



Carried out by the International Comparison Project (ICP) (see Deaton and Heston 2010 for an overview of the history of this project) Objective: enable comparisons across countries, taking into account differences in power purchase. They devised a set of prices in “international dollars” Hall and Jones used PWT 5.6. Today PWT 9.0 (August 2016) See http://www.rug.nl/research/ggdc/data/pwt/ and the Vox article explaining last changes: goo.gl/eQtuwP Deaton and Heston (2010) argue that any use of the annual data from the Penn World Tables to measure changes over time will be unreliable (they focus on comparisons across countries)
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I I



Always check the consistency of your data! In interpreting any economic data, a model is essential (often, this model is implicit) I



I



I



We studied the link between capital and output and find a clear relationship in the data between the two variables The underlying model is a production function using some assumptions on technologies for instance



Questions we will try to answer during the semester: I



I



I



How the development question of interest can be formulated in a way that enables it to be tested? What type of data you have and is the data relevant to answer this question of interest? To test any model, we need methods of statistical inference and identification strategies to isolate the causal impact
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I



I



In the case of a binary treatment the treatment indicator Ti : I



=1 if individual i receives treatment;



I



=0 otherwise.



The potential outcomes are then defined as Yi (Ti ) for each individual i, where: I



i = 1, ..., N



I



N denotes the total population.
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I



The treatment effect for an individual i can be written as τi = Yi (1) − Yi (0).



I



The fundamental evaluation problem arises because only one of the potential outcomes is observed for each individual i.



I



The unobserved outcome is called the counterfactual outcome.



I



Hence, estimating the individual treatment effect τi is not possible, meaning that one has to concentrate on average treatment effects.
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I



Two parameters are most frequently estimated in the literature.



I



The first parameter is the population average treatment effect (ATE).



I



ATE is simply the impact of the treatment in the whole population: τATE = E (τ ) = E [Y (1) − Y (0)].
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I



This parameter answers the question: “What is the expected effect on the outcome if individuals in the population were randomly assigned to treatment?”



I



It is important to note that ATE might not be of relevance to policy makers because it includes the effect on persons for whom the programme was never intended.



I



For example, if a programme is specifically targeted at individuals with low family income, there is little interest in the effect of such a programme for a millionaire.
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I



The second parameter is the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT).



I



It focuses explicitly on the effects on those for whom the programme is actually intended.



I



ATT is the difference between expected outcome values with and without treatment for those who actually participated in treatment.



I



It is given by: τATT



= E ( τ |T = 1) = E [Y (1)|T = 1] − E [Y (0)|T = 1] = E [Y (1) − Y (0)|T = 1].
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I



Since ATT focuses directly on actual treatment participants, it determines the realized gross gain from the programme and can be compared with its costs, helping to decide whether the programme is successful or not...



I



... a critical information for policy makers in order to ensure aid effectiveness!
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I



For most evaluation studies, researchers focus on ATT.



I



When one relies on experimental data, ATT is easy to compute and coincides with ATE. (the impact of the treatment in the whole population, i.e. the population composed of both individuals randomly assigned to the treatment and individuals randomly assigned to the control group).



I



But estimating ATT is challenging if one relies on observational data.
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I



Contrary to experimental data, observational data are not based on the random assignment of individuals to a control and to a treatment group.



I



Put differently, the counterfactual that is needed to estimate ATT (i.e., E [Y (0)|T = 1]) is not observed in observational data.
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I



One therefore needs to choose a proper substitute for it in order to estimate ATT when one relies on observational data.



I



What about using the mean outcome of untreated individuals E [Y (0)|T = 0] as a substitute for the mean outcome of treated individuals E [Y (0)|T = 1]?



I



Does the difference between E [Y (1)|T = 1] and E [Y (0)|T = 0] that we call D hereafter indeed allow to capture ATT?



I



Let’s check!
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I



We obtain: D = τATT + E [Y (0)|T = 1] − E [Y (0)|T = 0].



I



The difference captured by E [Y (0)|T = 1] − E [Y (0)|T = 0] is called the selection bias.



I



When is D equal to τATT ?



I



When the selection bias is equal to 0!
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I



The selection bias is equal to 0 if the outcomes of individuals from the treatment and comparison groups would be the same in the absence of treatment.



I



In randomized experiments where assignment to treatment is random, this condition is ensured.



I



Note also that, because the treatment is random, the treatment effect that is measured by randomized experiment coincides with ATE (within the population composed of individuals who were randomly assigned to a treatment and to a control group).



I



However, in non experimental studies one has to invoke some identifying assumptions to solve the selection problem.
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I



To do so, one has to rely on quasi-experimental approaches.



I



These approaches allow to estimate causal relationships, despite the fact that they rely on observational data (running randomized experiments is indeed not always an option!).



I



The objective of Part I of this course is to present these quasi-experimental approaches.
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I



We will review together (Part I): I I



I I I



I



the technique of Propensity Score Matching; the Instrumental Variables approach and the Heckman procedure; the Regression Discontinuity Design; the Difference-in-Difference approach. We will conclude by Randomized Experiments, the gold standard of impact evaluation.



Then we will move to specific topics in development economics and related empirical methods (Part II)
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I



Lecture 2 (September 20, 2016): OLS and Panel



I



Benchmark paper 1: Cohen, D. and M. Soto (2007), Growth and Human Capital: good data, good results, Journal of Economic Growth, 12:51-76.



I



Benchmark paper 2: Schularick, M. and A.M. Taylor (2012), Credit Booms gone Bust: Monetary Policy, Leverage Cycle, and Financial Crises, 1870-2008, The American Economic Review, 102(2), 1029-1061.
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I



Lecture 3 (September 27, 2016): Instrumental Variables



I



Benchmark paper 3: Miguel, Edward, Shanker Satyanath and Ernest Sergenti (2004) Economic shocks and civil conflict: an instrumental variables approach. Journal of Political Economy 112(4): 725-753.



I



Benchmark paper 4: Acemoglu, D., Gallego, F., Robinson, J. A. (2014). Institutions, human capital and development, Annual Review of Economics. 2014. 6:875-912
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I



Lecture 4 (October 4, 2016): PSM, RDD and programme evaluation



I



Benchmark papers: Dehejia, Rajeev H. and Sadek Wahba. 1999. Causal effects in nonexperimental studies: reevaluating the evaluation of training programs. Journal of the American Statistical Association 94(448): 1053-1062. Pettersson-Lidbom, Per. 2008. Do parties matter for economic outcomes? A regression discontinuity approach. Journal of the European Economic Association 6(5): 1037-1056.
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I



Lecture 5 (October 11, 2016): Selection, Heckman



I



Benchmark paper: Zhu, Nong. 2002. The impacts of income gaps on migration decisions in China. China Economic Review 13(2-3): 213?30.
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I



Lecture 6 (October 18, 2016): Difference-in-Difference and Randomized Experiments



I



Benchmark paper 8: Besley, T. J., Burgess, R. (2002). Can labour regulation hinder economic performance? Evidence from India, The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 2004, vol. 119, no1, pp. 91-134



I



Benchmark paper 9: Thornton, Rebecca L. 2008. The demand for, and impact of, learning HIV Status. American Economic Review 98(5): 1829-43.
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I



Lecture 7 (October 25, 2016): Gravity models



I



Benchmark paper 10: Mayda, A. M. (2010): International migration: a panel data analysis of the determinants of bilateral flows, Journal of Population Economics,23(4),12491274.



I



Benchmark paper 11: Grogger, J., Hanson, G. H. (2011). Income maximization and the selection and sorting of international migrants. Journal of Development Economics, 95(1), 42-57.
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I



Lecture 8 (November 8, 2016): Foreign Aid (Lisa Chauvet, DIAL IRD)



I



Benchmark paper:
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I



Lecture 9 (November 15, 2016): Poverty and Local Development (Catherine Bros, Univ. Paris-Est Marne La Valle - ERUDITE)



I



Benchmark paper:
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I



Lecture 10 (November 22, 2016): Migration, microeconomic issues (Toman Barsbai, IFW Kiel)



I



Benchmark paper:
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I



Lecture 11 (November 29, 2016): Culture and Institutions (Toman Barsbai, IFW Kiel)



I



Benchmark paper:
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I



Lecture 12 (December 6, 2016): Land Rights (Thomas Vendryes, ENS Cachan - Paris Saclay)



I



Benchmark paper 20: Deininger, K., Jin, S. (2005). The potential of land rental markets in the process of economic development: Evidence from China. Journal of Development Economics, 78(1), 241-270.



I



Benchmark paper 21: Carter et Olinto, Conf Paper 1998 : Do the Poor but Efficient Survive in the Land Market? Capital Access and Land Accumulation in Paraguay
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I



Groups of two



I



Choose your topic / paper asap by filling this page https://framacalc.org/dlm26mad89
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